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Tomoko YONEDA, Entwined - Trees in the middle of a former trench at the Battle of the Marne
2017, Chromogenic print

Artistic creation is a demand for unity and a rejection of the world. But it rejects the world on account of what it
lacks and in the name of what it sometimes is. Rebellion can be observed here in its pure state and in its original
complexities. Thus art should give us a final perspective on the content of rebellion.¹

Albert Camus (1913‒1960) was born in French colonial Algeria, his other homeland being France, that of
the father he lost at a young age. Living through the violent upheavals of the 20th century, in his writings Camus
cast an unflinching gaze on the absurdity of human fate, persistently addressing the questions of authentic
rebellion and justice, and exploring the nature of human coexistence. Through his works Camus called (and
struggled) for a pure dignity devoid of violence and authority, in which all people receive the same light and
blessings of nature, and enjoy the same freedom. By travelling in the places, and the history, in which Camus
lived and breathed, and which served as the sources of his creativity, through images from the authorʼs beloved
Algeria and France and conversations with the people there, my aim was to assemble an exhibition addressing
the notion of a universal, radiant love. Responding in my work to events of bygone eras, and the dark shadows
now engulfing Europe, Japan and the world once again, I hoped to encourage viewers to turn their thoughts to
the nature of human “being.”

The Neither Victims nor Executioners series of essays around which Dialogue with Albert Camus revolves
made a powerful impression on me, in Cold War America at the time. Camusʼ essays pointed to the nascent
totalitarianism following the dropping of the atomic bombs in 1945 and the drawing of Cold War lines between
east and west, and suggested a new beginning for our century, hitherto one of fear and dread dominated by the
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principle of the end justifying the means.
In them, Camus poses the fundamental question, “Do you, or do you not, directly or indirectly, want to be
killed or assaulted?” ² If the answer is “no” one must refuse to be executioners, refuse to legitimise the taking of
human lives. Have the times in which Camus lived, and the wars of our predecessors, set us on a path toward
greater peace? The truth that Camus spent his life seeking̶dignified rebellion and justice as authentic
individuals, pure in their loyalty̶is an eternal challenge for humanity. Sensing the importance, in todayʼs
turbulent times, of pursuing̶pivoting on Camusʼ works and how he lived his life̶the fundamental meaning of
“existence and love as a human being possessed of life”, my hope is that the works in Dialogue with Albert Camus
will encourage a dialogue across wide-ranging topics and people.
Tomoko Yoneda
1.

Albert Camus, The Rebel.© Édition GALLIMARD, a revised and complete translation by Anthony Bower, 1st Vintage International ed.

2.

Albert Camus, “Le siècle de la peur” in Camus à Combat, (c) Éditions GALLIMARD, translation by Dwight Macdonald, New Society Publishers

For everyone, everywhere, there are memories and history unique to that person and place.
The work of London-based photographer Tomoko Yoneda begins with research. One of her most important
workspaces is the British Library, where she makes careful studies of subjects of interest. She then visits places where
the presences of historical figures or events remain strong, and captures them in photographs that convey historical
truths. Through this unique approach, she has gained renown for an elegant body of work marked by intellectual clarity
and contemporaneity, whether in black and white or colour.
The list of places Yoneda has visited thus far is astonishing. It includes Estonia, which gained independence just
before the collapse of the Soviet Union, and Hungary, where a thrilling sense of freedom was in the air after the
countryʼs return to the European community following the Soviet collapse (After the Thaw, 2004); the Hanshin area
(between Osaka and Kobe), where Yoneda grew up, which suffered devastating damage in the 1995 Great HanshinAwaji Earthquake (A Decade After, 1995/2004); an industrial area in Italy that had been a stronghold of underground
resistance (The city rises, 2006); Northern Ireland, where there had been bitter division between the Catholic and
Protestant communities (One plus one, 2007); various sites in Japan where documents show the secret agent Richard
Sorge secretly met with associates (The parallel lives of others, 2008); sites related to the independence movement in
Bangladesh (Rivers become oceans, 2008); a building in Seoul that had been a hospital under Imperial Japanese rule
and later became a military police headquarters (Kimusa, 2009); Japanese-style houses from the Japanese colonial
era remaining in various locations in Taipei (Japanese House, 2010); Fukushima, Hiroshima, and Tokyo as key sites for
reexamining the wounds and memories of the modern Japanese people with a focus on the 2011 Great East Japan
Earthquake (Cumulus, 2011-12); an island north of Japan, which the Empire of Japan and the Soviet Union had divided
between them (The Island of Sakhalin, 2012); and the demilitarised zone extending across the Korean Peninsula
between North and South (DMZ, 2015).
For all these series, Yoneda visited the places and photographed them herself. For the Scene series, ongoing since
1998, she visited Asia, Europe and the Middle East and transformed the history engraved on those places and the
memories of their people, not visible in the peaceful scenery, into works of art.
In this exhibition she presents Dialogue with Albert Camus (2017-18), which traces the story of Camus, author of

The Stranger and The Plague and one of the 20th centuryʼs most famous novelists.
Camus was born in 1913 to a French family in colonial Algeria, lived through many hardships during a chaotic
period that included two world wars, discrimination and political turmoil related to Franceʼs colonial policies, and the
Algerian War of Independence, and in his books repeatedly explored the question of how we should live in a world
steeped in violence and absurdity. Yoneda felt the importance of reexamining the authorʼs writings, their historical
background, and the life he lived, and travelled to Algeria and France to trace his footsteps. She took as a starting point
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Camusʼs father, who died in 1914 fighting in France during World War I, and the journey led her to Algeria, Tipasa,
Marseille, Paris and elsewhere as she observed and photographed the authorʼs world through her own eyes and camera
lens. In his essay “Neither Victims nor Executioners,” published after World War II, Camus states that we should be
neither, and the current work conveys Yonedaʼs belief that today, more than half a century after this short essay was
published, Camusʼs declaration is timelier and more meaningful than ever.
This series is being presented in Tokyo for the first time, after debuting in spring 2018 at the Japan Cultural
Institute in Paris and appearing in the Shanghai Biennale (2018-2019). The body of work has been reconfigured for
this exhibition, and will appear along with a video piece incorporating a sound installation by prominent Finnish
contemporary composer Tomi Räisänen, as well as the platinum print work CORRESPONDENCE ‒ Letter to a Friend
(2017-18), produced in cooperation with the photographic publishing house amanasalto.
The exhibition was made possible with the kind support of the Japan Cultural Institute in Paris, and of Aomi Okabe,
who curated the exhibition there and contributed important research. We would like to take this opportunity to express
our deepest gratitude. At the opening on April 13th, there will be a dialogue between Okabe and Yoneda.
The first comprehensive book of Yonedaʼs photography is scheduled to be published in conjunction with the solo
exhibition to be held at MAPFRE Foundation, Madrid in 2020. There is sure to be more and more attention to Yonedaʼs
activities in the future. All of us at ShugoArts would be very pleased if you would announce this exhibition via your
media outlet. Thank you very much.
ShugoArts, March 2019

Tomoko Yoneda, Dialogue with..., 2018, Single Channel video installation (HD, colour, sound) , 6 min.7sec
Music and sound installation by Tomi Räisänen

Tomoko Yoneda was born in Hyogo in 1965 and lives in London. She earned an MFA from the Royal College of Art (London)
in 1991. Her work focuses on the themes of history and memory. Major exhibitions include 12th Shanghai Biennale (201819), Dialogue with Albert Camus (The Japan Cultural Institute in Paris, 2018), Discordant Harmony (Hiroshima City Museum
of Contemporary Art, 2015 and Kuandu Museum of Fine Arts, 2016), the Gwangju Biennale (2014), the Aichi Triennale (2013),

We Shall Meet in the Place Where There is No Darkness (Himeji City Museum of Art, 2014 and Tokyo Photographic Art
Museum, 2013), Japanese House (ShugoArts, 2011), An End is a Beginning (Hara Museum, 2008), the 52nd Venice Biennale
(2007), A Decade After (Ashiya City Museum of Art and History, 2005), and Beyond Memory and Uncertainty (Shiseido
Gallery, 2003).
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Exhibition overview
Tomoko YONEDA

Dialogue with A.C.

Dates:

Sat., Apr. 13 - Sat., May 25, 2019

*Spring Holidays: Sun., Apr. 28 - Mon., May 6

Venue:

ShugoArts | complex665 2F, 6-5-24, Roppongi, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106-0032

Opening Hours: Tue-Sat 11am-7pm, closed on Sun, Mon and Public Holidays
Opening Party：From 6am, Sat., April 13, 2019

Opening Talk: From 4am, Sat., April 13, at ShugoArts, free admission
Tomoko YONEDA × Aomi OKABE (Art Critic, Artistic Director of Exhibitions Maison de la culture du Japon à Paris)
Booking Essential: Please contact us on event@shugoarts.com. *The talk will proceed without an interpreter.
Aomi Okabe
Artistic Director of the exhibitions of the Maison de la Culture du Japon in Paris since 2014 and Director
of the International Department of the Committee for “Ueno, a Global Capital of Culture” since 2018. Aomi Okabe was
a professor at the Musashino Art University for 12 years and also a Visiting Researcher at the New York University. Her
main achievements include being co-commissioner of “le Japon des avant-gardes 1910-70”exhibition in Pompidou
Center(1986), curator of “Georges Rousse, Hanshin Art Project” (1995) and “Georges Rousse in Miyagi”(2013), at
the Maison de la Culture du Japon à Paris, curator of exhibitions “Daito Manabe and Motoi Ishibashi”, “Rei
Naito”,“Tomoko Yoneda” and at “Ueno, a Global Capital of Culture” curator of “José María Sicilia”.

Tomoko Yoneda, A statue in a pond and sky seen through palm trees. Botanical Garden of Hamma, Algiers, Algeria
2017, Set of ten platinum and palladium prints with box

The artworks in this exhibition are commissioned by the Japan Foundation / Maison de la culture du Japon à Paris, for the exhibition
“Transphère#5 - Tomoko Yoneda « Dialogue with Albert Camus »”.
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